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About Us
To deal in industrial fans and allied spares according to latest industry standards, we,
Ashvac Solution, are approaching masses as a manufacturer, service provider and
supplier. We are building a distinct image among several businesses due to our capability to
provide eﬃciency assured products in markets. For the sake of our customers, we are
keeping our concentration ﬁxed on quality spares and thus making sure our ﬁnished
products are possessing high-standard parts. We are associating our manufacturing
process with zero waste production approach so as to manufacture performanceguaranteed parts to surpass aspirations of industrial buyers.
We are manufacturing our product range in conformance with obligations stated by the
industry and thus meeting our customers demands in a proper manner. We are increasing
list of our satisﬁed buyers in the marketplace by unceasingly bringing forth nonpareil Tube
Axial Flow Fan, Industrial Centrifugal Blower, Centrifugal Exhaust Blower, SS ID Fan
Impeller, Round ID Fan Impeller and innumerable others. Our establishment ensures
products are tested in accordance with the critical parameters before ﬁnal delivery.

Customer Satisfaction
A company cannot grow until and unless it has not satisﬁed customers properly. A business
can only attain a client for lifelong only when it has strength to keep him satisﬁed. For this,
company not only needs experience but determination too. These two worthwhile traits are
in our company, which is making us set apart from others in the industry. We are ﬂourishing
on an extremely good rate because of our ability to provide pleasurable deals to our
customers as far as electrical and other items are concerned. Moreover, we make certain all
undertaken projects are handled without any fault. We do everything within our capacity to
make only qualitative products reach to our customers. For this, we maintain our products
in line with quality based norms.

Why Us?
 Our entity learns market needs for meeting them with consistency and fortitude.
 Our entity has strength to meet surging demands for aforementioned goods before
deadline.
 Our entity maintains equal opportunities of growth for associates and employees in the
business.

Our Products

Axial Flow Fan

Industrial Axial Flow Fan

220V Axial Flow Fan

Tube Axial Flow Fan

220 V Centrifugal Exhaust
Blower

High Pressure Centrifugal
Blower

Industrial Centrifugal
Blower

Centrifugal Exhaust
Blower

Stainless Steel ID Fan
Impeller

Round ID Fan Impeller

Square Ceiling Air Diﬀuser

Air Diﬀuser

HDPE Pre Air Filter

Air Pre Filter White

Pre ﬁlter

HEPA Filter

220 V Circular Inline Fan

Wall Mounted Propeller Fan
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